Individual Group Assessment Paper  
(100 Points)

The group evaluation paper is worth 100 points, and should be 3-5 typed pages in length. Extra Credit will be given to those who take their paper to the writing center.

Address the following using specific examples and observations. Also refer to chapters 14-16 when discussing roles, leadership, conflict and overall group dynamics.

• How did your involvement with the group differ from other groups you have been involved with? Did you consider this a team or group? Why?

• What roles did individuals play? What task roles did group members assume? What roles did you assume? What social roles did others perform? What social roles did you perform? Did you notice any of the individual roles emerge? If so, how did the group deal with this person? Use the chart on page 449.

• What norms emerged in the group? Which of these were formal and which were informal? Did you notice any change in group members’ attendance during the group project? Did members come early or stay late? How did meetings start?

• Which of the leadership styles did your group incorporate? How did it emerge? Was there a definite leader in your group? If so, was the leader(s) effective or ineffective? Explain.

• How did interaction patterns change throughout the group process? Did you maintain the same pattern from beginning to end? Were cliques identified? Do you feel the group had adequate interaction or do you feel other patterns would have benefited the group more? Explain.

• Do you feel you were a cohesive group? If so, what did members do to reinforce the cohesiveness? If not, what did they not do?

• What kind of agenda did the group follow? Was it successful or do you feel there needed to be a different format?

• In a final paragraph, evaluate the overall success of your group. Do you feel you were an effective or ineffective group? What elements of the process were you most pleased with? What elements do you feel needed most improvement? Identify two things that you would like to change if you were to follow through this assignment again and explain why you feel these changes would be necessary. This is not a question asking you to reflect on the assignment; rather you should reflect on your group and what could have been done differently.